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Inefficient screening of electric fields in nanoconductors makes electric manipulation of electronic
transport in nanodevices possible. Accordingly, electrostatic (charge) gating is routinely used to
affect and control the Coulomb electrostatics and quantum interference in modern nanodevices.
Besides their charge, another (quantum mechanical) property of electrons — their spin — is at the
heart of modern spintronics, a term implying that a number of magnetic and electrical properties
of small systems are simultaneously harvested for device applications. In this review the possibility
to achieve “spin-gating” of mesoscopic devices, i.e. the possibility of an external spin control of
the electronic properties of nanodevices is discussed. Rather than the Coulomb interaction, which
is responsible for electric-charge gating, we consider two other mechanisms for spin gating. These
are on the one hand the magnetic exchange interaction in magnetic devices and on the other
hand the spin-orbit coupling (“Rashba effect”), which is prominent in low dimensional conductors.
A number of different phenomena demonstrating the spin gating phenomenon will be discussed,
including the spintro-mechanics of magnetic shuttling, Rashba spin splitting, and spin-gated weak
superconductivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental features of nanoconductors is
that their electronic properties quite easily can be in-
fluenced by external electric fields. This can achieved
by the means of a nearby charged electrode, i.e. by an
electrostatic gate, which allows extra electrons to be at-
tracted to or expelled from the nanoconductor. Such
an electrostatic gating of nanoconductors is important
for the functionality of a number of devices. One ex-
ample is two-dimensional quantum dot structures, which
can be defined in the conducting plane of semiconductor
heterostructures by electrostatically confining the lateral
orbital motion of the itinerant electrons.1 Another ex-
ample is the single-electron tunneling (SET) transistor,
where a gate electrode is used to control the tunneling
of single electrons onto its central island and hence the
accumulation of charge there.2
The spin degree of freedom of the electrons is es-
sentially decoupled from the orbital electron motion in
bulk conductors but may become important for electronic
transport in nanometer sized conductors. This is because
the lack of efficient electric screening and the composite
nature of certain modern nanodevices opens up a pos-
sibility for the spin-orbit coupling to be significant. If
so, it becomes possible to control the accumulation of
electronic spin in nanoconductors in analogy to how the
accumulation of electric charge can be controlled in elec-
trostatically gated nanostructures. As a result “spin gat-
ing” of nanodevices becomes possible, offering new func-
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tionality for electronic and spintronic manipulations of
nanodevices.
In this article we briefly review some of our recent work
that explore the use of spin gating in normal-metal, fer-
romagnetic and superconducting devices. We will show
that non-coherent and quantum-coherent transport in
nanowires and nanodots as well as the nanomechanics
and superconductance of Josephson weak links can be
drastically modified by spin gating, which hence provides
a means for spin control on the nanometer length scale.
The magnetic exchange interaction between the mag-
netic moments of ferromagnetic leads and the spin ac-
cumulated on the central island (quantum dot) is one
source of spin gating in magnetic nano-electromechanical
SET devices (NEM-SETs). In principle, the exchange
force corresponding to this interaction is strong enough
to significantly affect the nanomechanics, allowing for
spintromechanical polaronic effects and spintromechan-
ical instabilities to appar in such devices.
Another mechanism that can be used for spin gating
is the spin-orbit interaction, which can be very strong in
nanowires and carbon nanotubes. We will show that this
interaction can be employed for spin gating of nanowire-
based electric weak links, with the result that incident
electronic waves are coherently split with respect to two
possible spin projections. This is an effect that can be
detected through the spin currents that are generated by
such spin-active weak links.
Spin gating of superconducting weak links, finally, in-
duces a spin splitting of the electrons that form Cooper
pairs. This may drastically affect the transfer of Cooper
pairs through a magnetic wire and opens up the possi-
bility for spin-gate induced stimulation of the Josephson
current in Superconductor-Ferromagnet-Superconductor
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2weak links.
The spin-gating phenomena introduced above will be
described in more detail in Sections III - V below. Before
we do so, we will in Section II discuss the physics and the
strength of spin-gating effects, which can be expected in
modern nanodevices. Finally, In Section VI, we present
our conclusions.
II. PHYSICS AND STRENGTH OF
SPIN-GATING EFFECTS IN MODERN
NANODEVICES
Since there is no problem to allow electric charge to
accumulate in nanometer sized spatial domains (nano-
dots, micro-constrictions and nano-wires) it is not diffi-
cult to produce a strongly localized electrostatic gating
effect in nanodevices. In order to achieve a similarly lo-
calized spin gating effect by means of an external mag-
netic field one would need a field that is inhomogeneous
on the nanometer scale. This is difficult to achieve by us-
ing standard magnetic-field sources. However, a strong
spin gating effect can be obtained in a different way in
magnetic nanostructures by relying on strong and short
range magnetic exchange interactions. A simple nanos-
tructure, where such a magnetic exchange gating can be
arranged, is sketched in Fig. 1a, which shows a single-
electron tunneling device whose source and drain elec-
trodes are ferromagnets. Here, the exchange interaction
between the magnetic moment (spin) of electrons local-
ized on the central island of the device (the dot) and the
magnetic moments of the electrodes induces a gating ef-
fect through the Zeeman energy split of the electronic
levels on the dot with respect to their spin projection.
The strength of this exchange interaction is proportional
to the overlap of the wave functions of electrons localized
on the dot with the wave functions of the electrons in
the source- and drain electrodes and is therefore expo-
nentially sensitive to the distance between the dot and
the electrodes. It follows that the exchange interaction
leads to a short-range spin gating effect that varies on the
scale of the electron tunneling length. The rapid spatial
variation of the exchange energy corresponds to a signifi-
cant exchange force that acts on the dot and depends on
the total amount of spin accumulated in the dot. This
is a new feature of magnetic nanodevices compared to
nonmagnetic ones, where due to the electrostatic gating
effect only the Coulomb force — proportional to the total
electric charge on the dot — acts on the dot.
The magnetic exchange gating effect described above
can be quite strong. In fact the strength of the Zeeman
energy split has been measured in several experiments,
two of which shall be mentioned here. In one, Pasupa-
thy et al.3 measured Kondo-assisted tunneling via C-60
molecules in contact with ferromagnetic nickel electrodes.
Kondo correlations persisted despite the presence of fer-
romagnetism, but the Kondo peak in the differential con-
ductance was split as a result of an exchange splitting
a)	  
b)	  
c)	  
FIG. 1: Sketches of three mesoscopic devices in which a strong
spin gating effect can be achieved. (a) Tunneling device com-
prising a movable non-magnetic quantum dot coupled by elec-
tronic tunneling and by magnetic exchange interactions to fer-
romagnetic leads. The high sensitivity of the exchange energy
to dot displacements along the x-axis corresponds to a strong
exchange force that affects the nanomechanics of the system.
(b) The ”Rashba spin splitter” discussed in Section IV: A
break junction supports a nanowire attached by tunnel con-
tacts to two biased electrodes ([L] and [R]). Small vibrations
of the wire induce oscillations in the angle θ around some
value θ0. The upper gate electrode is an STM tip biased dif-
ferently. The spin-splitting Rashba interaction in the bent
wire can be controlled via the bending angle θ, which can be
modified both mechanically and electrically, by biasing the
STM. (c) The S–F–S constriction discussed in Section V: A
normal-metal nanowire (NW) in contact with a ferromagnetic
insulator (FI) bridges the gap between two superconductors
(S) while a magnetic STM tip, acting as a spin gate, can be
used to influence the magnetization in parts of the nanowire.
of the Kondo resonance. The local exchange field on
the quantum dot was estimated to be greater than 50
tesla. In the other experiment, Hamaya et al.4 stud-
ied the Kondo effect in a semiconductor quantum dot
coupled to ferromagnetic nickel electrodes and found a
split Kondo resonance peak in the absence of an exter-
nal magnetic field. The splitting was again found to be
due to a Zeeman spin-split energy level on the dot caused
by the magnetic exchange interaction. The splitting of
the Kondo resonance could be removed by applying a
compensating external magnetic field of about 1.2 tesla,
which hence is the approximate strength of the exchange
interaction in the experiment.
Another vehicle for coupling electronic spins and the
orbital motion of electrons and hence for affecting elec-
tronic transport on the nanometer scale is the spin-orbit
interaction.5 Being relativistically small such a coupling
does not play a significant role for transport phenomena
in bulk materials but might play an essential role in the
vicinity of surfaces, where unscreened electric fields that
cause spin-orbit coupling can be as strong as the electric
field in atoms. Rashba based his suggestion of a strong
spin-orbit effect on the surface properties of solids on this
argument. His argumentation is fully applicable to low
dimensional conductors such as nanowires and quantum
dots with a large surface to volume ratio. In fact the
Rashba spin-orbit interaction in carbon nanotubes has
3been found to significantly affect their electronic proper-
ties.
An important feature of the spin-orbit interaction is
its sensitivity to the curvature of the electron trajectory,
which is determined by the geometry of nanowire-based
nanodevices. This opens the way for inducing an inho-
mogeneous spin-gating effect in nanowire based electric
week links. Later, in Section IV, we will show that in
a mechanically bent nanowire a strong spin gating effect
can be induced by the Rashba interaction resulting in a
coherent splitting of the electronic states with respect to
their spin. Various consequences of such a Rashba spin
splitting effect will be discussed.
Three mesoscopic devices for which strong spin gat-
ing effects have been predicted are sketched in Fig. 1.
Of these the magnetic shuttle device shown in Fig. 1a
was used to illustrate spin-gate controlled nanomechan-
ical effects. In this device spin-dependent exchange
forces can displace the dot with respect to the source
and drain electrodes and thereby influence how elec-
trons of different spin projections tunnel through the de-
vice. A strongly spin-polarized electric current and a
spin-induced nanomechanical shuttle instability has been
predicted for such a “spintro-mechanical” device. Such
spintro-mechanical phenomena are examples of how spin
gating can affect incoherent electron transport through
mesoscopic devices.
The possibility of using spin gating to control the phase
of the electronic wave function was demonstrated for
the “Rashba spin-splitter” device shown in Fig. 1b. In
this case an extra contribution to the phase can be ac-
cumulated as electrons travel through a bent nanowire.
This effect, known as the Aharonov-Casher effect, can
be viewed as a coherent twisting of the electronic spin.
It leads to a Rashba spin-gate induced splitting of the
electronic waves that travel through the device. Con-
sequences of such a spin-splitting effect for the device
functionality are discussed in Section IV.
How spin-gating of superconducting Cooper pairs
can be realized has been demonstrated by consider-
ing the Josephson current through a Superconductor-
Ferromagnet-Superconductor weak link such as the one
sketched in Fig. 1c. Here an additional magnetic elec-
trode (spin gate) enables one to control the spin struc-
ture of Cooper pairs that travel through the device. In
Section V we demonstrate the possibility to enhance the
supercurrent by such a spin gating technique. A discus-
sion of future applications of spin gating control of both
coherent and incoherent transport phenomena in meso-
scopic devices is given in the concluding Section VI.
III. SPIN GATING IN MAGNETIC NEM-SET
DEVICES
Electron tunneling from the source- to the drain elec-
trode via the central dot of a single-electron tunneling
(SET) device2 allows for the accumulation of both a
(a)
M
(b)
FIG. 2: A movable quantum dot in a magnetic shuttle de-
vice can be displaced in response to two types of force: (a)
a long-range electrostatic force causing an electromechanical
response if the dot has a net charge, and (b) a short-rang mag-
netic exchange force leading to “spintromechanical” response
if the dot has a net magnetization (spin). The direction of
the force and displacements depends on the relative signs of
the charge and magnetization, respectively.
net electric charge and a net electron magnetic moment
(spin) on the dot. Nanomechanical consequences follow if
the dot can change its position as a result of the ensuing
and possibly strong electrostatic- and exchange forces as
we have discussed in Section II. It is interesting to com-
pare the effects of these two forces, which are illustrated
in Fig. 2. Tunneling of an electron into the dot can be
induced by voltage biasing the source electrode. Such a
bias results in the accumulation of extra charge on the
source electrode so that Coulomb repulsion expels elec-
trons from the electrode and stimulates them to tunnel to
the dot. Clearly, the same Coulomb repulsion will then
repel the charged dot form the source electrode.
The situation is qualitatively different if extra spins
are accumulated on a magnetic source electrode so that a
non-zero net magnetization of the material is possible. In
this case majority-spin electrons have a lower energy due
to their exchange interaction with the magnetization of
the material. Making such electrons tunnel to the dot di-
minishes this energy lowering effect, which can be viewed
as an increase of the exchange energy. It follows that
an exchange force resulting from localizing a majority-
spin electron on the dot would attract the dot towards
the source electrode. This means that electrostatic bi-
asing and spin biasing of electrons on the dot induce
forces on the dot with opposite directions. The result
is a qualitative difference between electrostatically gated
electromechanics6 and spin-gated spintro-mechanics, the
latter being the subject of this Section.
Another difference between electro- and spintro-
mechanical behavior is that in contrast to electric charge
the electronic spin accumulated on the dot can be
changed even in the absence of electron tunneling into
and out of the dot. This can be done by applying an
external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the spin
polarization of the electrons. The effect of such magnetic
stimulation of mechanical dot vibrations is discussed be-
low.
An interesting effect of spatial spin segregation in a
4NEM-SET device occurs if the spin-dependent shift of
the equilibrium position of its central dot is taken into
account. This shift happens since in addition to the elas-
tic forces there is a magnetic exchange force whose sign
depends on the net magnetic moment of the dot (which
could be due to a single electron spin). The equilibrium
dot position is shifted either closer to or farther away
from the source electrode and hence either farther away
from the drain electrode or closer to it. As a result the
equilibrium position of the dot will be different depend-
ing on the orientation of the electron spin(s) on the dot.
Since the tunneling resistance is exponentially sensitive
to the position of the dot relative to the leads it follows
that tunneling currents comprising electrons of different
net spin orientations could be of very different magni-
tude. That the effect of such spin filtering can be very
large will be demonstrated below.
The Hamiltonian that describes the magnetic nanome-
chanical SET device has the standard form, except for its
spin-dependent part (representing the magnetic exchange
energy) which now depends on the mechanical displace-
ment of the dot. Hence
H = Hleads +Htunnel +Hdot , (1)
where
Hleads =
∑
k,σ,s
a†ksσaksσksσ (2)
describes electrons (labeled by wave vector k and spin
σ =↑, ↓) in the two leads (s = L, R). Electron tunneling
between the leads and the dot is modeled as
Htunnel =
∑
k,σ,s
Ts (x) a
†
ksσcσ +H.c., (3)
where the matrix elements Ts(x) = T
(0)
s exp(∓x/λ), with
λ the characteristic tunneling length, depend on the dot
position x.
The movable single-level dot is modeled as a harmonic
oscillator of angular frequency ω0,
Hdot = ~ω0b†b+
∑
σ
nσ [0 − sign(σ)J (x)] + ECn↑n↓ ,
(4)
where sign(↑, ↓) = ±1, EC is the Coulomb energy associ-
ated with double occupancy of the dot and the eigenval-
ues of the electron number operators nσ is 0 or 1. The
position dependent magnitude J(x) of the spin depen-
dent shift of the electronic energy level on the dot is due
to the exchange interaction with the magnetic leads (and
any external magnetic field).
Tunneling of electrons into or out of the dot may have
two distinct effects on the dot mechanics. One is that
it in principle changes the equilibrium position of the
dot with respect to the leads (a polaronic effect) and the
other is that it may lead to mechanical vibrations of the
dot. The build-up of the amplitude of these vibrations as
more and more electrons pass through the device could
— depending on the strength of the mechanical dissipa-
tion in the vibronic subsystem — lead to a steady-state
amplitude much larger than in thermal equilibrium. Be-
low we will consider the two opposite limits of strong and
weak dissipation. In the strong-dissipation limit no non-
equilibrium vibrations will develop and small-amplitude
vibrations of the dot will correspond to thermal equilib-
rium. In the weak-dissipation limit, on the other hand,
the amplitude of the dot vibrations may be much larger
than in thermal equilibrium and correspond to a current-
induced nanomechanical shuttle instability.
A. Spin-Polaronic Discrimination of Spin-Polarized
Electrical Currents
The spatial separation of dots with opposite spins is
illustrated in Fig. 3. While changing the population of
spin-up and spin-down levels on the dot (by changing
e.g. the bias voltage applied to the device) one shifts
the spatial position x of the dot with respect to the
source/drain leads. It is important that the Coulomb
blockade phenomenon prevents simultaneous population
of both spin states. If the Coulomb blockade is lifted the
two spin states become equally populated with a zero
net spin on the dot. This removes the spin-polaronic
deformation and the dot is situated at the same place
as a non-populated one. In calculations a strong mod-
ification of the vibrational states of the dot, which has
to do with a shift of its equilibrium position, should be
taken into account. This results in a so-called Frank-
Condon blockade of electronic tunneling.7,8 The spintro-
mechanical stimulation of a spin-polarized current and
the spin-polaronic Franck-Condon blockade of electronic
tunneling are in competition and their interplay deter-
mines a non-monotonic voltage dependence of the giant
spin-filtering effect.
To understand the above effects in more detail con-
sider the analytical results of Ref. 9. A solution of the
problem can be obtained by the standard sequential tun-
neling approximation and by solving a Liouville equation
for the density matrix for both the electronic and vibronic
subsystems. The spin-up and spin-down currents can be
expressed in terms of the tunneling rates ΓL,R (energy
broadening of the level) and the occupation probabilities
for the dot electronic states. For simplicity we consider
the case of a strongly asymmetric tunneling device. At
low bias voltage and low temperature the partial spin
current is
Iσ ∼ eΓL exp
(
1
2
[
a20
λ2
−
(
a0
~ω0
)2]
− sgn(σ)β
)
, (5)
where β = ∆/λ is the ratio of the polaronic shift ∆ of
the equilibrium spatial position of a spin-polarized dot
and the electronic tunneling length λ (∆ = |J ′(0)|a20/~ω0
where a0 is the zero-point oscillation amplitude of the
dot). In the high bias voltage (or temperature) regime,
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FIG. 3: Diagram showing how the equilibrium position of the
movable dot depends on its net charge and spin. The differ-
ence in spatial displacements discriminates transport through
a singly occupied dot with respect to the electron spin.
max{eV, T}  Ep = α2p~ω0 (αp = ∆/a0), where the po-
laronic blockade is lifted (but double occupancy of the
dot is still prevented by the Coulomb blockade), the cur-
rent expression takes the form
Iσ ∼ eΓL exp
(
[2nB + 1]
a20
λ2
− 2 sgn(σ)β
)
, (6)
where nB is Bose-Einstein distribution function. The
scale of the polaronic spin-filtering of the device is de-
termined by the parameter β, which for typical values
of the exchange interaction and mechanical properties
of suspended carbon nanotubes is about 1-10. As was
shown this is enough for the spin filtering of the electrical
current through the device to be nearly 100 % efficient.
The temperature and voltage dependence of the spin-
filtering effect is presented in Fig. 4. The spin filtering
effect and the Franck-Condon blockade both occur at low
voltages and temperatures (on the scale of the polaronic
energy; see Fig. 4a). An increase of the voltage applied
to the device lifts the Franck-Condon blockade, which re-
sults in an exponential increase of both the current and
the spin-filtering efficiency of the device. This increase
is blocked abruptly at voltages for which the Coulomb
blockade is lifted. At this point a double occupation of
the dot results in spin cancellation and removal of the
spin-polaronic segregation. This leads to an exponen-
tial drop of both the total current and the spin polariza-
tion of the tunnel current (Fig. 4b). As one can see in
Fig. 4b prominent spin filtering can be achieved for real-
istic device parameters. The temperature of operation of
the spin-filtering device is restricted from above by the
Coulomb blockade energy. One may, however, consider
using functionalized nanotubes10 or graphene ribbons11
with one or more nanometer-sized metal or semiconduc-
tor nanocrystal attached. This may provide a Coulomb
blockade energy up to a few hundred kelvin, making spin
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FIG. 4: Spin polarization of the current through the model
NEM-SET device under discussion.
filtering a high temperature effect.9
B. Spintro-mechanical shuttling of electrons
In this Subsection we will focus on weakly dissipating
nanomechanical shuttle devices. In that case the cou-
pling of the vibrations to a non-equilibrium flux of elec-
trons may drive the mechanical subsystem far away from
thermal equilibrium. This is what happens if a finite
energy transfer between electrons and vibrons results in
energy being pumped into nanomechanical vibrations. It
is illustrative to analyze the criterion for such a pumping
to occur by considering the work done by the spintrome-
chanical force associated with electron tunneling. For
this purpose we adopt a simple model and consider a
movable quantum dot comprising one spin up and one
spin down electronic state. The dot can oscillate around
an equilibrium position between two fully spin polarized
ferromagnetic leads with anti-parallel magnetization di-
rections, as sketched in Fig. 5.
If tunneling of electrons is prohibited and there is no
external magnetic field, then the total electronic spin lo-
cated on the dot is conserved. It follows that no net work
is done by the spintro-mechanical force during one oscil-
lation period and no change of the dot vibration energy
is possible due to this force. Now, what would be effect
of electronic tunneling?
The main effect of tunneling is to provide a conduc-
tance mechanism by which electrons can tunnel from the
source electrode to the dot and then from the dot to the
drain electrode. Tunneling of an electron from the source
to the dot changes the total value of its spin by the spin
of the tunneling electron and hence adds to the spintro-
mechanical force on the dot. Could this additional force
do work on the dot as it carries the extra electron towards
the drain electrode? The answer is no! The reason is that
the spin projection of the extra electron is the same as
that of the majority spins in the source and that therefore
the extra force is a retardation force directed opposite to
the velocity of the dot. The conclusion is that extra me-
chanical dissipation is created spintro-mechanically and
that no pumping of vibrational energy is possible in this
case.
However, as we have already pointed out, the situation
6EF+eV/2	  
EF-­‐eV/2	   
ω0 ≪ Γ
 ⊗  H
FH 
FH 
FIG. 5: Sketch of a voltage biased device where a movable
dot may oscillate between two fully spin polarized leads with
anti-parallel magnetization directions in the presence of a per-
pendicular magnetic field H. If H = 0 no current can flow
between the leads due to a so called spin blockade. Note
that a spin-up electron on the dot is attracted to the source
and repelled from the drain by the magnetic exchange force.
However, the resulting force does not do any work during a
complete oscillation cycle since the spin in this case is a con-
stant of motion. If H 6= 0 spin flips may occur, which opens
up the possibility for a current to flow. A flipped spin on the
dot will be attracted to the drain and repelled from the source
by a force FH(x). Averaging over the position x for spin flips
one finds that this force may do positive work on the dot and
hence lead to a spintro-mechanical shuttle instability.
is radically changed if an external magnetic field oriented
perpendicular to the spin is switched on. Such a mag-
netic field induces electronic spin flips, which reverse the
direction of the additional spintro-mechanical force. As
we will show in this Subsection a perpendicular magnetic
field under certain conditions facilitates nanomechani-
cal vibrations and a spintro-mechanical instability, which
can develop into self-sustained, large-amplitude dot vi-
brations. Such vibrations, which are accompanied by
mechanical transportation of both electronic charge and
net electronic spin, we call spintro-mechanical shuttling
while we refer to the instability that starts the shuttling
as a spintro-mechanical shuttle instability.
A particularly transparent picture of how spintro-
mechanics affect shuttle vibrations emerges in the limit
of weak magnetic field H and large electron tunnelling
rate ΓS(D) between dot and source- and drain elec-
trodes. In order to explore this limit, where ΓS 
ω0  (µH/~)2/ΓD and ω0/2pi is the natural vibration
frequency of the dot, we focus first on the total work done
by the exchange force F as the dot vibrates under the
influence of an elastic force only. In the absence of an ex-
ternal magnetic field12 the dot is in this case occupied by
a spin-up electron emanating from the source electrode.
This spin is a constant of motion and hence no electrical
current through the device is possible since only spin-
down states are available in the drain electrode. During
the oscillatory motion of the dot the exchange force is
therefore always directed towards the source electrode
while its magnitude only depends on the position of the
dot, F = F0(x). As a result, no net work is done by the
exchange force on the dot. This is because contributions
are positive or negative depending on the direction of the
dot’s motion and cancel when summed over one oscilla-
tion period. A finite amount of work can only be done
if the exchange force deviates from F0(x) as a result of
spin flip processes induced by the external magnetic field.
Such a deviation can be viewed as an additional random
force FH that acts in the opposite direction to F0(x). In
the limit of large tunneling rate, ΓS(D)  µH/~, and
small vibration amplitude a spin flip occurs with a prob-
ability ∝ (µH/~)2/(ω0ΓD) during one oscillation period
and is instantly13 accompanied by the tunneling of the
dot electron into the drain electrode, thereby triggering
the force FH . The duration of this force is determined
by the time δt ∼ 1/ΓS(x(t)) it takes for the spin of the
dot to be “restored” by another electron tunneling from
the source electrode.
The spin-flip induced random force FH = −F0(x) is
always directed towards the drain electrode. Hence, its
effect depends on the dot’s direction of motion: as the
dot moves away from the source electrode it will be ac-
celerated, while as it moves towards the source it will be
decelerated. Since a spin-flip may occur at any point on
the trajectory one needs to average over different spin-
flip positions in order to calculate the net work done on
the dot. The result, which depends on the competition
between the effect of spin flips that occur at the same
position but with the dot moving in opposite directions,
is nonzero because δt is different in the two cases. As the
dot moves away from the source electrode the tunneling
rate to this electrode will decrease while as the dot moves
towards the source it will increase. This means that the
duration of spin-flip induced acceleration will prevail over
the one for deceleration. As a result, in weak magnetic
fields, the dot will accelerate with time and one can ex-
pect a spintro-mechanical shuttle instability in this limit.
The situation is qualitatively different in the opposite
limit of strong magnetic fields, where ΓS(D)  µH/~ and
the spin rotation frequency therefore greatly exceeds the
tunneling rates. In this case the quick precession of the
electron spin in the dot averages the exchange force to
zero if one neglects the small effects of electron tunnel-
ing to and from the dot. If one takes corrections due to
tunnelling into account (having in mind that the source
electrode only supplies spin-up electrons) one comes to
the conclusion that the average spin on the dot will be di-
rected upwards. This results in a net spintro-mechanical
force in the direction opposite to that of the net force
occurring in a weak magnetic field limit. As a result, in
strong magnetic fields one expects on the average a de-
celeration of the dot. Therefore, there will be no shuttle
instability for such magnetic fields.
As we have discussed above spin-flip assisted electron
tunnelling from source to dot to drain in our device re-
sults in a magnetic exchange force that attracts the dot
to the source electrode. It is interesting to note that
this is contrary to the effect of the Coulomb force in the
same device.14 Indeed, since the Coulomb force depends
on the electric charge of the dot it repels the dot from the
7source electrode. Hence, while the dot is empty as the
result of a spin-flip assisted tunneling event from dot to
drain, an “extra” attractive Coulomb force FQ is active.
An analysis fully analogous with our previous analysis of
the “extra” repulsive magnetic exchange force FH leads
to the conclusion that the effect of the Coulomb force
will be just the opposite to that of the exchange force. If
the exchange force is sufficiently weak, this means that
in the Coulomb blockade regime there is no shuttle insta-
bility in the limit of weak magnetic field, while in strong
magnetic fields electron shuttling occurs. A full analy-
sis, which confirms the predictions made above for some
limiting cases using only qualitative arguments, can be
found in Ref. 16.
IV. SPIN GATING OF QUANTUM COHERENT
ELECTRON TRANSPORT THROUGH
NANOWIRE-BASED ELECTRIC WEAK LINKS
Quantum coherence did not play any role in the spin-
gate induced nanomechanical phenomena considered so
far in this review. From now on, however, we will focus
on this very subject. i.e. on spin-gated phase coherent
transport.
Spin gating of the phase of the electronic wave function
can be achieved via the Aharonov-Casher effect,17 which
is that if an electron spin moves in an external electric
field an extra phase is accumulated as the electron moves
along its trajectory. The effect is a direct consequence of
classical electrodynamics being applied to the relativisti-
cally small magnetic moment induced by the spin of an
electron. It is dual to the Aharonov-Bohm effect, where
an extra phase is accumulated due to propagation of an
electron along its trajectory in an external magnetic field.
Classically, the effect of the interaction between a mag-
netic moment and an electric field is readily obtained by
observing18 that a magnetic moment ~µ moving with ve-
locity v gives rise to a an electric dipole moment
P =
1
c
[v × ~µ] (7)
in the rest frame of the charges responsible for the electric
field E. The interaction energy is then given by19
U = −P ·E = − 1
2mc
~µ · (E× p) . (8)
Equation (8) gives the correct value18 for the spin-orbit
interaction of an electron if one uses the Bohr magne-
ton µB = e~/(2mc) for the magnetic moment associated
with the electronic spin. Being a relativistic effect, the
electron spin-orbit coupling is generically very weak and
a large electric field is therefore required for it to have
any significant strength. This is hard to achieve in bulk
metals, where the screening of electric fields is very effi-
cient. However, as was pointed out by Rashba,20 strong
enough electric fields may appear in the vicinity of a crys-
tal surface, where the unscreened electric field induced by
Rashba splitter redistributes the spin populations between
the leads. This source of the spin currents need not be
accompanied by transfer of electronic charges [9].
Such a coherent scatterer, whose scattering matrix can
be ‘‘designed’’ at will by tuning controllably the geometry,
can be realized in electric weak links based on clean carbon
nanotubes (CNT). Carbon nanotubes have a significant
Rashba spin-orbit coupling [2,4,6]. Moreover, CNT’s are
known to have quite long mean-free paths (longer for
suspended tubes that for the non-bended ones), allowing
for experimental detection of interference-based phe-
nomena (e.g., Fabry-Perot interference patterns) [10].
Further tunability of the Rashba spin splitter can be
achieved by switching on an external magnetic field,
coupled to the wire through the Aharonov-Bohm effect
[11]. This is accomplished by quantum-coherent displace-
ments of the wire, which generate a temperature depen-
dence in the Aharonov-Bohm magnetic flux (through an
effective area) [12]. Generally, a large mechanical de-
formability of nanostructures, originating from their
composite nature complemented by the strong Coulomb
forces accompanying single-electron charge transfer, offer
an additional functionality of electronic nanodevices
[13,14]. Indeed, coherent nanovibrations in suspended
nanostructures, with frequency in the gigahertz range,
were detected experimentally [15].
The transmission amplitude through a Rashba scatterer.—
The model system exploited in the calculations is depicted
in Fig. 2. There, the nanowire is replaced by a quantum dot
(a widely accepted picture, see Ref. [10]), which has a
single level (of energy !0), and which vibrates in the
direction perpendicular to the wire in the junction plane.
The leads are modeled by free electron gases and are firmly
coupled to left and right reservoirs, of chemical potentials
"L# and "R#, respectively, allowing for spin-polarized
charge carriers. Here, # denotes the spin index; the spin-
quantization axis (assumed to be the same for both reser-
voirs) depends on the spin imbalance in the reservoirs and
will be specified below. The electronic populations in the
reservoirs are thus
fLðRÞ#ð!kðpÞÞ ¼ ½e$ð!kðpÞ%"LðRÞ#ÞÞ þ 1'%1; (1)
with $%1 ¼ kBT. The electron gas states in the left (right)
lead are indexed by k (p) and have energies !k (!p). Below
we denote by ck# (cp#) the annihilation operators for the
leads, and by c0# that for the localized level [16].
The linear Rashba interaction manifests itself as a phase
factor on the tunneling amplitude [17]. In the geometry of
Fig. 2, this phase is induced by an electric field perpen-
dicular to the x-y plane, and is given by %R( ! ) z^, where
% denotes the strength of the spin-orbit interaction (in units
of inverse length [18]), and ! is the vector of the Pauli
matrices. Quite generally,RL ¼ fxL; yLg for the left tunnel
coupling andRR ¼ fxR;%yRg for the right one, where both
radius vectors RL and RR are functions of the vibrational
degrees of freedom (as specified in the following). The
quantum vibrations of the wire which modify the bending
angle, make the electronic motion effectively two dimen-
sional. This leads to the possibility of manipulating the
junction via the Aharonov-Bohm effect, by applying a
magnetic field which imposes a further phase on the tun-
neling amplitudes &LðRÞ ¼ %ð'=!0ÞðHxLðRÞyLðRÞÞ, where
H is the magnetic field and!0 is the flux quantum (a factor
of order unity is absorbed in H [12]).
It follows that the tunneling Hamiltonian between the
localized level and the leads takes the form
H tun ¼
X
k;#;#0
ðVk##0cy0#ck#0 þ H:c:Þ
þ X
p;#;#0
ðVp##0cyp#c0#0 þ H:c:Þ: (2)
The tunneling amplitudes are (operators in spin and vibra-
tion spaces)
VkðpÞ ¼ %JLðRÞ exp½%ic LðRÞ'; (3)
where
c L ¼ &L % %ðxL#y % yL#xÞ;
c R ¼ &R % %ðxR#y þ yR#xÞ: (4)
We consider a nonresonant case, where the localized level
is far above the energies of the occupied states in both leads
(i.e., no energy level on the wire is close enough to !0 to be
involved in inelastic tunneling via a real state). This allows
us to exploit the tunneling as an expansion parameter [12]
and to preform a unitary transformation which replaces the
wire by an effective direct tunneling between the leads
through virtual states
H etun ¼
X
k;p
ðcykWykpcp þ H:c:Þ; (5)
with (using matrix notations in spin space)
Wykp ¼
1
2
!
1
!p % !0 þ
1
!k % !0
"
Vyk V
y
p : (6)
A straightforward calculation [19] now yields that the spin-
polarized particle flux emerging from the left lead is
L R
RRRL
FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic geometry used for calculating
the spin-orbit coupling dependence of the tunneling amplitude.
A localized level is tunnel coupled to left (L) and right (R)
electronic electrodes with possibly different chemical potentials
"L# and "R#. The setup lies in the x-y plane; a magnetic field
applied along z^ is shown by *. The setup corresponds to a
configuration in which the wire is controlled only mechanically,
and the STM is not shown.
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FIG. 6: Schematic geom try used for calculating he spin-
orbit c upling depende ce of the tunneling amplitude for the
device shown in Fig. 1b. A localized level is tunnel coupled to
left ( ) and right (R) electrodes with possibly different chem-
ical potentials µLσ and µRσ. The setup lies in the x-y plane
and a magnetic field is applied along zˆ. It corresponds to a
configuration in which the wire is controlled only mechani-
cally, and the STM is not shown.
surface band bending can be as strong as the electric field
in heavy atoms. Such an e hanced spin-orbit interaction,
now called Rashba spin-orbit interacti , c dominate
the electronic properties of low dimensional conductors
such as quantum dots and nanowires, which serve as elec-
tric weak links in mesoscopic devices.
In order to show that a significant spin gating effect
can be induced by Rashba spin-orbit coupling, consider
the mesoscopic device shown in Fig. 1b. Here a bent
nanowire serves as an electric w ak link between two bulk
electron reservoirs. If an electron enters the wire rom the
left reservoir, say, its kinetic energy has to change. This
is because of the finite spin-orbit interaction in the wire
and the condition that the total energy of the electron
has to be conserved. The change in kinetic energy cor-
responds to a change of momentum and hence of the de
Broglie wave length of the electron. Accordingly the elec-
tron w ve fu ction w ll ccumulate an extr phase as the
electron travels along its trajecto y through th wire,
ψ(r) ∼ exp
(
i
2c~
∫
(µ×E) · dr
)
. (9)
This is nothing but a manifestation of the Aharonov-
Casher effect and r presents a spin gat ng ffect on co-
herent electron transport. The effect can be incorporated
as an extra phase factor in an effective probability am-
plitude for electron tunneling through a nanowire-based
tunneling weak link such as that shown Fig. 1b.
It is convenient to use the simplified model system
shown in Fig. 6 for calculations (see Ref. 21 for details).
There, the nanowir is replaced by a quantum dot, which
has a single l vel (of energy 0), and which vibrates in
the direction perpendicular to the wire in the junction
plane. The leads are modeled by free electron gases and
are firmly coupled to left and right reservoirs, of chemical
potentials µLσ and µRσ, respectively, allowing for spin
polarized charge carriers. Here, σ denotes the spin index;
the spin-quantization axis (assumed to be the same for
both reservoirs) depends on the spin imbalance in the
reservoirs and will be specified below. The electronic
8populations in the reservoirs are thus
fL(R)σ(k(p)) = 1/
[
eβ(k(p)−µL(R)σ) + 1
]
(10)
where β = 1/kBT . The electron gas states in the left
(right) lead are indexed by k (p) and have energies k (p).
Below we denote by ckσ (cpσ) the annihilation operators
for the leads, and by c0σ that for the localized level.
The linear Rashba interaction manifests itself as a
phase factor on the tunneling amplitude.23 In the ge-
ometry of Fig. 6, this phase is induced by an electric
field perpendicular to the x-y plane, and is given by
αsoR×~σ · zˆ, where αso denotes the strength of the spin-
orbit interaction (in units of inverse length), and ~σ is a
vector whose components are the Pauli matrices. Quite
generally, RL = (xL, yL) for the left tunnel coupling and
RR = (xR,−yR) for the right one, where both radius vec-
tors RL and RR are functions of the vibrational degrees
of freedom (as specified in the following). The quantum
vibrations of the wire, which modify the bending angle,
make the electronic motion effectively two dimensional.
This leads to the possibility of manipulating the junction
via the Aharonov-Bohm effect, by applying a magnetic
field which imposes a further phase on the tunneling am-
plitudes φL(R) = −(pi/Φ0)(HxL(R)yL(R)), where H is the
magnetic field and Φ0 is the flux quantum (a factor of or-
der unity is absorbed24 in H ).
It follows that the tunneling Hamiltonian between the
localized level and the leads takes the form
Htun =
∑
k,σ,σ′
(
Vkσσ′c
†
0σckσ′ +H.c.
)
(11)
+
∑
p,σ,σ′
(
Vpσσ′c
†
pσc0σ′ +H.c.
)
.
The tunneling amplitudes are (operators in spin and vi-
bration spaces)
Vk(p) = −JL(R) exp
(−iψL(R)) , (12)
where
ψL = φL − αso (xLσy − yLσx) , (13)
ψR = φR − αso (xRσy + yRσx) .
We consider a non-resonant case, where the localized
level is far above the energies of the occupied states in
both leads (i.e., no energy level in the wire is close enough
to 0 for it to be involved in inelastic tunneling via a
real state). This allows us to exploit the tunneling as an
expansion parameter24 and to preform a unitary trans-
formation which replaces the wire by an effective direct
tunneling between the leads through virtual states
Hetun =
∑
k,p
(
c†kW
†
kpcp +H.c.
)
(14)
with (using matrix notations in spin space)
W †kp =
1
2
(
1
p − 0 +
1
k − 0
)
V †k V
†
p (15)
A straightforward calculation21 now gives the spin cur-
rents in the system, in particular the currents from the
weak link into the left and right leads. These currents
may carry current and/or spin and will obviously de-
pend on the chemical potentials in the two leads, which
in general can be written as µL,R,↑ = µL,R + UL,R/2
and µL,R,↓ = µL,R − UL,R/2. A particularly interesting
case is when µL = µR and UL = UR = U 6= 0, so that
there is no electrical bias but only a spin bias. Such a
spin bias can be achieved by pumping spin into the bulk
electrodes either by injecting a spin polarized current or
by irradiation with circularly polarized light producing
photon induced electronic spin-flip transitions. In this
case a finite spin current Jspin,↑ = −Jspin,↓ is generated
inside the Rashba weak link and pumped out into the
leads in such a way as to counteract the spin bias (which
we assume to be maintained by external pumping as de-
scribed above). Introducing a spin conductance Gspin in
the linear response regime, where Jspin,↑ = −UGspin, one
finds the following results for Gspin in the high- and low
temperature limits:
Gspin
G0
= sin2(αsod) cos
2(θ0)×
{
1− β~ω06 H
2
H20
β~ω0  1
e−H
2/H20 β~ω0  1
(16)
Here H0 =
√
2Φ0/ [pida0 cos(θ0) cos(2θ0)] gives the mag-
netic field scale. For values of αso typical for experiments
and a nanowire of length d ∼ 1 µm one finds that the spin
conductance is of the same order as the usual (electrical)
conductance G0 (divided by e
2); G0 = ~ΓLΓR/(pi20).
In addition to spin current injection, other transport
phenomena in a Rashba spin splitter can be consid-
ered, including electric and thermal transport through
the Rashba spin splitter connected by both magnetic and
non-magnetic leads. A detailed description of a number
of such phenomena, including a spin-gate controlled pho-
tovoltaic effect, can be found in Ref. 22.
V. SPIN GATING OF COOPER PAIRS IN
SUPERCONDUCTING WEAK LINKS
Weak superconductivity is a phenomenon that relies on
the so called proximity effect at the boundary between a
superconductor and a normal metal. As Cooper pairs of
electrons are injected from the superconductor into the
normal metal the correlation between the members of the
pairs persists for a while in the proximity of the super-
conductor. If the distance between two such boundaries,
forming a superconductor–normal metal–superconductor
weak link, does not exceed the superconducting coher-
ence length the proximity effect allows a superconducting
current to flow through the device.
The electrons of a Cooper pair remain coherent while
propagating through the normal metal if the extra phase
of the pair wave function accumulated along their trajec-
tory can be neglected. Superconducting pairing of elec-
trons with a small total total momentum allows for such
92ie ϕ 2S
k xδϕ δ↑ ↑=
k xδϕ δ↓ ↓=
 e
iϕ1
 S1
FIG. 7: Illustration of how the two members of a Cooper pair
of electrons (singlet pairing) pick up different contributions
δϕ↑ and δϕ↓ to their phases as a consequence of momentum
changes δk↑,↓ ∼ ±I/(~vF ) = ±1/2ξh required to conserve
energy in response to the magnetic exchange energy shift ±I
in the ferromagnetic weak link. Different paths through the
weak link result in different changes to the phase of the pair
wave function and, when summed over, tend to suppress the
Josephson current.
a preserved phase coherence over distances of the order
of the superconducting coherence length. The situation
changes drastically if a ferromagnetic metal is used as
the non-superconducting element of a Josephson weak
link since the magnetic exchange interaction shifts the
energy of electrons with opposite spin projections in dif-
ferent directions, by ±I say. Since the total energy of
both the electrons of a Cooper pair should be conserved
after being injected into the ferromagnet the absolute
value of their momenta must change, the result being
that the total momentum of the injected pair becomes
nonzero, δk↑,↓ ∼ ±I/(~vF ) = ±1/2ξh (where we have de-
fined the characteristic length ξh = ~vF /2I that appears
in Fig. 11). Consequently, a finite phase is accumulated
while the pair is propagating through the magnetic weak
link as indicated in Fig. 7.
The phases accumulated by the Cooper pair electrons
now depend on their coordinate along the trajectory and
are determined by the projection of their velocity on the
direction of the supercurrent. To find the total probabil-
ity amplitude for transferring a Cooper pair from one
superconductor to the other across the weak link one
needs to sum the phase factors of all possible Cooper
pair trajectories. The destructive interference resulting
from such a summation suppresses the Josephson current
through a magnetic weak link.25
If the magnetization direction of the ferromagnetic
weak link changes across its length the situation is differ-
ent since in this case the spin projection used to define
singlet pairing of the Cooper pair electrons is not a good
quantum number and quantum fluctuations of the spin
occurs. As a result a quantum superposition of singlet
and triplet paired electrons occur, as indicated in Fig. 8,
making it possible for triplet Cooper pairs to contribute
to the supercurrent.26,27
In this Section we consider the ferromagnet-based su-
perconducting weak link sketched in Fig. 1c, using the
specific model model shown in Fig. 9. Here the magnetic
exchange interaction affects the spin of the Cooper pair
electrons as indicated above. In the considered model
⇒ + +
FIG. 8: Schematic representation of how, if the direction of
magnetization in the weak link is not constant across the link,
quantum fluctuations of the spin lead to a quantum superpo-
sition of singlet and triplet paired electrons.
Measurable quantities should be calculated as superpositions of
fast oscillating contributions eic from different trajectories and, thus,
rapidly vanish with the increasing distance from the SF boundary. It
should be noted though, that a simple domain structure consisting of
two F layers with opposite orientations of exchange field cancels the
phase gain c and suppresses the destructive effect of an exchange
field13,15. It is clear therefore that by affecting the spin structure of
Cooper pairs, one influences the strength and spatial distribution of
the proximity effect induced by Cooper pair penetration inside a
ferromagnetic metal. It was suggested before that the Cooper pairs
of electrons with aligned spins (with equal-spin pairs) can be formed
by spatial non-homogeneousmagnetization16,17. Since they bind elec-
trons with exactly the same de-Broglie wave length, these triplet
Cooper pairs do not dephase, thereby leading to long-range prox-
imity effect. Singlet Cooper pairs still become ‘‘filtered out’’ from
spatial transfer of superconducting phase coherence due to a strong
dephasing effect, occurring in long (as compared with magnetic
coherence length jh) SFS weak links. To observe such a long ranged
triplet superconducting current, the SFS junctions with a composite
F layers comprising three non-collinear domains, were suggested
theoretically18–20 and realized in recent experiments21,22. In such a
case the triplet component is generated by a thin ferromagnetic
domain, located between superconducting lead and a thick central
non-collinear domain. The long ranged Josephson current results
from the interference between these triplet components, generated
by the left and right superconducting leads.
Here we suggest a new way of manipulating the Cooper pairs flow
through a ferromagnet, which consists in using a well controlled tip/
probe along the supercurrent flow. This co resp nds to the case of
the composite F layer with a th n dom in, located near the center of
t junction. In contr st with the situation analyzed in Refs. 18–20,
the triplet superconducting current is absent for this setup but
becomes possible a long–ranged singlet proximity effect. As we will
show the field generated by the probe induces a special scattering of
Cooper pairs which corresponds to exchange spins of two electrons
forming a pair. A schematic picture of such scattering is shown in
Fig. 1. As we have previously mentioned two electrons forming a
singlet Cooper pair have a non-zero total momentum !hq~!hk:{!hk;
due to the ferromagnetic exchange splitting of the spin subbands
(The modulus of the Fermi wave-vector for electrons with a spin
polarized along the field is larger jk"j . jk#j and jqj , 1/jh). The
electrons in a singlet Cooper pair reach the scattering center (spin
exchanger) and scatter their spin so that the new total momentum of
the Cooper pair !hq0 is either unchanged !hq0~!hq (Fig. 1A) or
reversed !hq0~{!hq (Fig. 1B) (see the discussion in Methods). In
the first case the spin arrangement of a singlet Cooper pair has not
changed with respect to the exchange field and there remains a total
phase gain c, (d11 d3)/jh which results in a strong suppression of
proximity due to the destructive trajectory interference. In the sec-
ond case the scattered Cooper pair has a reversed spin arrangement
and the total phase gain is c , (d1 2 d3)/jh. As a result, at a sym-
metric position of the scatterer (d1 5 d3) the total phase gain for a
singlet Cooper pair should be cancelled (c 5 0) and the long range
singlet superconducting proximity in SFS link becomes possible.
To bemore precise, we consider the Josephson transport through a
normal ballistic nanowire (NW) in contact with a ferromagnetic
insulator (FI). The FI turns the NW into an effective ferromagnet
with an exchange field h. The schematic picture of the SFS device is
presented in Fig. 2A. The total length of the constriction d5 d11 d2
1 d3 is assumed to be large compared to the magnetic coherence
length jh~!hVF=2h : d?jh. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to
the case of a short junction with d=jn, where jn~!hVF=Tc is the
coherence length of normal metal (Tc is the critical temperature of
the S layer). The magnetic tip is assumed to bring on localized in
space magnetic exchange field inhomogeneity which we model by a
stepwise profile:
h zð Þ~ hz0, in domains d1, d3
h z0 cos azx0 sin að Þ, in domain d2,
!
ð1Þ
where a is the angle of the exchange field rotation in the central
domain d2 (see Fig. 2B).
Results
The current–phase relation of SFS Josephson junction is determined
by the quasiclassical relation14,15
I~
X
n
In~
X
n
an sin nQ
n, nFð Þcos nch i
n, nFð Þh i , ð2Þ
where n is the unit vector normal to the junction plane, nF is the unit
vector along the trajectory, and an are the coefficients of the Fourier
expansion for the current–phase relation for superconductor–nor-
Figure 1 | (A) A schematic picture of singlet Cooper pair scattering with no
spin–flop transition of electrons. The spin arrangement of a pair f1 (q5 k"
2 k#) does not change with respect to the exchange field: q9 5 q. (B) A
schematic picture of ‘‘exchange’’ singlet Cooper pair scattering with spin–
flop transition of electrons: f1R f2. The spin arrangement of a pair f2was
changed with respect to the exchange field: q9 5 k# 2 k" 5 2q.
The scattering domain d2 is shown by grey color. The symbols f6 indicate
the Cooper pairs with zero spin projection and a reversed spin
arrangement (see Methods).
Figure 2 | (A) The schematic sketch of the SFS constriction under consideration: normal metal nanowire (NW) in contact with a superconductor (S)
and a ferromagnetic insulator (FI). (B) Equivalent SFS Josephson junction containing three ferromagnetic layers (domains) with a stepwise
profile of the exchange field (1). Linear quasiparticle trajectory is shown by the red dashed line.
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FIG. 9: Model of the S–F–S Josephson junction shown in
Fig. 1c, here specified to contain three ferromagnetic layers
(domains) with a stepwise changing profile of the magnetic
exchange field h(z). The tilt of the exchange field in the
middle layer could be due to a nearby magnetic STM tip
(spin gate) as in Fig. 1c. The tilt angle α is a dimensionless
measure of the spin-gate coupling and the dashed red line
indicates a linear quasiparticle trajectory.
the effect of spin-gating can be viewed as a local Cooper-
pair scattering event occurring in the middle ferromag-
netic layer of Fig. 9. A possible outcome is an exchange
scattering event where the two electrons that form the
Cooper pair exchange their spins. In this case the phase
accumulation of the two paired electrons up to the scat-
tering event, as indicated in Fig. 7, will be reversed in
the sense that the phase difference between them will di-
minish after the scattering event as illustrated in Fig. 10.
This may partially or fully suppress the destructive in-
terference among different Cooper-pair paths through the
magnetic weak link and hence increase the effective pair
coherence length in the weak link.
The problem sketched above was considered in Ref. 29
by using a standard parametrization of the anomalous
quasiclassical Green’s function f = fs + ft · ~σ, which can
be viewed as a wave function for the Cooper pairs. Quan-
tum fluctuations of the spin caused by the described spin
gating of the device under consideration results in a su-
perposition of singlet (fs) and triplet ft wave functions
(~σ is a vector whose components are the Pauli matrices
10
×
 σ = +1/ 2
x
 σ = −1/ 2
( )xσδϕ
FIG. 10: Illustration of how the phase accumulation δϕσ=↑,↓
of the electrons of a Cooper pair as they travel along a tra-
jectory through the model ferromagnetic weak link of Fig. 9
is reversed after a spin-exchange scattering event.
netic moment in the weak link similar to the situation discussed in
Refs. 25,26.
The magnetically tunable long-range SFS proximity effect sug-
gested above has a potential to be an important feature of carbon-
based superconducting weak links. Graphene sheets and carbon
nanotubes are reported to offer a ballistic propagation for electrons
on a micrometer length scale27,28. This fact together with appearing
reports on a gate tunable magnetism in graphene29,30 makes all ingre-
dients of the present theory achievable in experiment. Another pos-
sibility is to use the indium antimonide (InSb) nanowires as a
superconducting weak link. The indium antimonide nanowires,
recently used in the experiments to reveal the signature of
Majorana fermions31, demonstrated a very high g–factor (g^50).
Anomalously large g-factor reported in such wires offers the pos-
sibility to ‘‘mimic’’ a ferromagnetic spin-splitting effect of the order
of 10 K by simply applying an external magnetic field of the order of
0.1 Tesla, and then making such nanowire a suitable candidate for a
weak link to observe the discussed phenomena. Note that in contrast
to the experiments31 the magnetic field should be applied along the
spin-orbit field axis to avoid the interference with the spin-orbit
effect.
It should be noted, that new additional functionality of the con-
sidered device can be achieved by electric biasing of the magnetic
gate32,33. In weakly doped ferromagnetic barriers, such bias (Vg) alters
both the charge carrier concentration and the Fermi velocity.
Choosing a polarity of electric gating one can create a depletion
region beneath the tip. As a result, both the Fermi velocity VF and
the exchange length jh~!hVF=2h decrease in the spatial region of the
domain d2, and the key parameter responsible for the magnetic
exchange scattering d2 5 d2/jh grows. For thin domains (d2=1)
the critical current Ic*d22 increases with the gate voltage Vg, and
the local depletion of F barrier should result in the stimulation of
the superconductivity. This nontrivial interplay between electric and
magnetic gating effects can be used to control singlet Josephson
current through ferromagnetic nanowires.
To summarize, we studied the interference phenomena originated
by the spin-exchange scattering in ferromagnetic ballistic weak link
and demonstrated that they provide an efficient way to control the
Josephson current and to couple it with a magnetic moment.
Methods
A. Transfer–matrix formalism for Eilenberger equations. To consider the
Josephson transport through ferromagnetic layer with a non-collinear
magnetizationsM and exchange field h it is convenient to utilize the transfer–matrix
formalism. For this, we need to solve the linearized Eilenberger equations written for
zero Matsubara frequencies
{i!hVFLsfsz2hf t~0, {i!hVFLsf tz2fsh~0, ð10Þ
for the case when the quantization axis is taken arbitrarily in the ferromagnetic layer
of a thickness d. We assume that a quasiclassical trajectory s and exchange field h5 h
(z0 sin a 1 x0 cos a) lie in the plane (x, z), as shown in Fig. 5. The trajectory is
characterized by a given angle h with respect to the z-axis. The triplet part ft of the
anomalous quasiclassical Green function f~fszf t s^ consists of two nonzero
components and can be written as ft 5 ftxx0 1 ftzz0. Defining the transfer–matrix
T^a d,hð Þ that relates the components of the Green function f(s) at the left (s5 0) and
right (s 5 sd 5 d/cos h) boundaries of the F layer,
f^ sdð Þ~
fs sdð Þ
ftz sdð Þ
ftx sdð Þ
0B@
1CA~T^a d,hð Þ fs 0ð Þftz 0ð Þ
ftx 0ð Þ
0B@
1CA, ð11Þ
we get the following expression:
T^a d,hð Þ~
cos qsdð Þ
{i cosa sin qsdð Þ
{i sina sin qsdð Þ
{i cosa sin qsdð Þ
sin2azcos2a cos qsdð Þ
sin a cosa cos qsdð Þ{1ð Þ
0BB@
{i sina sin qsdð Þ
sin a cos a cos qsdð Þ{1ð Þ
cos2azsin2a cos qsdð Þ
1CCA,
ð12Þ
where q:1=jh~2h=!hVF .
In order to elucidate the peculiarities of the Cooper pairs scattering with a spin-flop
transition of electrons it is convenient to introduce the new functions f6 5 fs 6 ftz
which describes the pairs with zero spin projection and a reversed spin arrangement.
The transfer–matrix T^a d,hð Þ can be drastically simplified if the direction of the
exchange field coincides with a spin quantisation axis z. In this case, a 5 0 and
f+ sdð Þ~e+iqsd f+ 0ð Þ, ftx(sd) 5 ftx(0). Calculating the superconducting current at the
right electrode SR we readily see that it results from the interference with the singlet
component coming from the left electrode fs(sd) 5 (f1(sd) 1 f2(sd))/2 (triplet com-
ponents are irrelevant because the right electrode provides only the singlet com-
ponent). The oscillating factors e+iqsd in f6(sd) produce, after the averaging over the
trajectories directions (angle h), a strong damping of the critical current compared to
the normal metal (where these factors are absent).
Nowwemay easily understand themechanism of the long-ranged proximity effect.
Indeed after coming through the first F layer an extra phase factor appears in f6
functions (see Fig. 2): f+ sd1ð Þ~e+iqsd1 fs 0ð Þ. In the absence the middle layer, the f6 at
the right electrode would be f+ sd1zsd3ð Þ~e+iq sd1zsd3ð Þfs 0ð Þ and the oscillating
factors will strongly damp critical current. The additional non-collinear middle layer
d2 will mix up the components f1 and f2 - see the matrix (12) and, for example,
fz sd1zsd2ð Þ in addition to e{iqsd1 fs 0ð Þ component will have a eziqsd1 fs 0ð Þ contri-
bution, i. e. fz sd1zsd2ð Þ~a e{iqsd1zb eziqsd1 . In fact, namely this mechanism is
schematically presented in the Fig. 1(b). Then the resulting f1 function at the right
electrode should be fz sd1zsd2zsd3ð Þ~a e{iq sd1zsd3ð Þzbeziq sd1{sd3ð Þ and for d15
d3 the oscillating factor at the second term vanishes. This means the emergence of the
long-ranged singlet proximity effect discussed in the present report. Note that the
Figure 4 | The dependence ofmaximal Josephson current Ic5max{I1} on
the shift of the central domain z0 for different values of the angle a: a5 p/
2 - red solid line; a 5 p/4 - blue dashed line. Symbols 1 show the long-
range part of the supercurrent.We have setT5 0.9Tc; d5 20jh; d25 2.5jh,
[I0~ eTcN=8!hð Þ D=Tcð Þ2].
Figure 5 | Quasiclassical trajectory s through homogeneous
ferromagnetic layer of a thickness d with an arbitrary direction of the
exchange field h.
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FIG. 11: Dependence of maximal Josephson current Ic =
max{I1} on the shift of the central domain z0 for different
values of the angle α We have set T = 0.9Tc; d = 20ξh;
d2 = 2.5ξh, [I0 = (eTcN/8~)(∆/Tc)].
in spin space), which obey the coupled, linearized Eilen-
berger equ tions28
− i~vF∂sfs + 2 · ft = 0, −i~vF∂sft + 2hft = 0 . (17)
Here s is a coordinate along the Cooper pair trajectory
and the boundary conditions at the i j ction point sL at
the edge of the left superco ductor ar fs(s = sL) = 1
and ft(s = sL) = 0.
By solving the set of equations (17) one can calculate
the supercurrent through the system for different elec-
tronic trajectori s rough the weak li k (characterized
by the angle Θ shown in Fig. 9). One then has to aver-
age over Θ to get the result shown in Fig. 11, where the
supercurrent is pl tted as functio of the position of
the spin gate electrode (STM tip) for different (dimen-
sionless) strengths α of the spin-gate coupling (compare
Fig. 9).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The possibility to localize, detect and manipulate sin-
gle electrons on the nanometer length scale allows for
electric charge to be controlled locally down to the level
of the fundamental unit of electronic charge. A number
of applications have been proposed and realized for such
electrostatic gating of mesoscopic devices. In this review
based on recent publications we argue that electronic spin
can also be controlled and manipulated locally in a way
that provides an additional, spintronic, “knob” for ma-
nipulating nanodevices. Several new functionalities can
be achieved by such spin gating of mesoscopic devices.
The magnetic exchange interaction and the Rashba spin-
orbit coupling are examples of interactions that can be
exploited to provide a spin gating effect. These interac-
tions are both extremely sensitive to geometrical modi-
fications of the device, which makes it possible to pro-
vide local probes of electronic spin on the subnanometer
length scale.
A n mber of suggested new device functionalities
based on the spin gating effect on both classical elec-
tron tra spor and quantum coh rent electron transport
are reviewed in this work. Spintromechanics based on
he magnetic exchange energy induces a significant spin-
polaronic effect in transport through a magnetic nanome-
chanical SET device and induces a giant spin polariza-
tion of the electrical current as described in Section III A.
Also, a nanomechanical shuttle instability can be in-
duced spintromechanically in such devices as shown in
Section III B.
As for spin gating effects in the quantum coher-
ent transport regime, long spin-relaxation times in low-
dimensional conductors open up the road to exploring
spin-related quantum interference phenomena in meso-
scopic devices. The required spin gating of the phase
of the electronic wave function can be achieved via the
Aharonov-Casher effe t, which is to say that if an elec-
tron moves in an external electric field an extra spin-
dependent phase is accumulat d along its trajectory.
In Section IV we study spin gating effects in a gated
nanowire break junction, taking advantage of the fact
that the described spin-orbit coupling is greatly enhanced
in l w dimensi nal condu tors due to the Rashba effect.
We demonstrated that in general the junction acts as a
“Rashba spin splitter” by splitting the electronic wave in
spin space and that in particular a net spin current can
be genera ed inside the weak k in c se a spin imbal-
ance is imposed on the electronic reservoirs coupled by
this “Rashba weak link”. More rese rch is needed to fully
develop gate controlled spin interferometry applications,
which is likely to i volve superconducting Rashba split-
ters (co pare Ref. 30) and spin-gated mesoscopic ring
configurations.
Finally, in Section V, we demonstrate that the phase
coherence of a superconducting condensate is sensitive to
spin gating through its effect on the Cooper pairs that
form the condensate. In particular we showed that weak
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superconductivity in magnetic Josephson junctions can
be stimulated by spin gating of Cooper pairs, which opens
up the possibility for spintronic manipulations of super-
conducting Josephson devices.
With a view towards future work, we note that an-
other possibility to manipulate the electronic spin ap-
pears if appropriately designed mesoscopic devices are
irradiated by a microwave electromagnetic field. Photon
induced electronic spin-flip scattering, e.g., brings a new
possibility to affect the nanomechanics of spin-gated de-
vices. This is an interesting future development of spin-
gated electronics, which may provide an strong coupling
between electromagnetic and mechanical degrees of free-
dom, allowing for efficient matching of far infrared mi-
crowave frequencies with sub-GHz mechanical vibration
frequencies. The resonant nature of the photon induced
spin flips and spintro-mechanical instability discussed in
Section III B is a promising feature that may enable
a significantly stronger photo-mechanical sub-GHz to
sub-THz coupling than is possible with near-equilibrium
transducers.
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